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manufacture, great stress mu;st be ;laid upon the 
early and multiplied adaptation of electricity as a 
motive power in the thousand and one uses to which 
it has lent itself so admirably. Among other applica
tions that come to mind, there are: the overhead trav
eling electric crane; the electric charging machine that 
picks up a box containing a ton of mixture, thrusts it 
into the furnace, empties and withdraws it; the elec
tric conveyer; the electric elevator for loading the 
blast furnaces; the electric buggies that receive the 
heated ingot after it has been lifted from the soaking 
pits and runs it down to the mill; electric machines for 
pushing the blooms in at one end of the furnace, and 
electric tongs for gripping them and pulling them out 
at the other end. These are a few of the uses of elec
tricity, to say nothing of pneumatic and hydraulic 
power, that, conjointly with similar exhibitions of in
genuity, forethought, and administrative skill in mine, 
ship, and raill'oad, have enabled our manufacturers to 
sell "three pounds of steel for two cents," while paying 
the l;lighest wages in the world to labor and returning 
the princeliest of fortunes to capital. 

• I.' . 

�ECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN GUNS AND . 
ARMOR. 

BY JOHN F. MEIGS. 

A most striking recent development in guns-and in 
speaking of guns we usually include the gun-carriage 
or gun-mount-is the effort now universal to throw 
the accurate and quick control of the gun into the 
hands of the people firing it. It may well be won
dered that this has not always been a controlling idea 
in 'laying out guns and their mounts, but at the present 
time it is in this direction that the greatest effort is 
being made. The proof of this is to be seen by a 
comparison of the guns and mounts made ten or fifteen 
years' ago with those now being made, The latter are 
arranged much more conveniently, and consequently 
thei!," rate of fire is much faster, Modern 6-inch gunS 
are being fired from ships eight or ten times in a min
ute at targets about the size of a ship and a mile dis
tant, and hitting the target at each shot. Of course, doing 
tIiis from a stable platform on shore would be compara
tively easy, The projectile of these guns weighs 100 
pounds, the powder charge about 40 to 50 pounds, and 
the weight of the gun, including an the turning parts, 
is' about 25,000 pounds. This weight must be moved, 
to keep the sights on the target, by one man, and it 
will be seen that it is of the greatest importance to lay 
out all the shafting and gearing with a minimum of 
friction and lost motion. 

With this advaIice in the convenient layout Of the 
gun and its mount is going On at the present time a 
steady increase in the weight aud length of guns', Six
inch guns, which used to weig;h 11,000 pounds, now 
weigh 18,000 to 20,000 pounds. The weight of the 
projectile of these guns has nOPJncreased, and has 
remained always 100 pounds, but tli�. velocity at which 
the projectile leaves the gun has inel-I)ased from about 
2,000 feet per second to from 3,000 to 3,500 feet per 
second, in consequence of a three or fourfold increa.se 
in ·the charge of powder. It may be argued that this 
charige-that is, the constant!ly increasing weight of 
guns of a given caliber-is not a wise one.' The great 
care and attention bestowed upon the conv�ient and 
accurate moving of the gun, however, can b� nothing 
but an improvement. The growth and prpgress of 
cllange in artillery construction sometimes seems 
arbitrary-seems sometimes to be as arbitrary as the 
fashion in clothes. Old guns made three hundred years 
ago; which may be seen in the arsenals in this country 
and in Europe, had about the same shape and were in 
many respects similar to the guns of to-day. In the 
intennediate period, say about one hundred years ago, 
the guns had shrunken up, and become shorter and 
larger in: diameter, with larger bores. We are now 
returning, or perhaps, me-re correctly, it should be 
;laid we have returned, to the fashions in artillery of 
three hundred years ago. 

There are, of course, many respects in which the 
modern weapon has a great advantage over the earlier 
one. It is made of stronger steel, and concentric 
hoops are sh-.runken together, whereby the power of the 
gun to resist internal pressure IS materially increased. 
But perhaps ,in Il9 pl�e is the advantage mme marked 
than in the b€Uer monnt 01' carriage o( the present 
time. These are· far better arranged than they used 
to be, and the cons�quence is that the' guns may be 
much m{)·re rapidly and safely fired:. 

There is going on at the present time a steady ad
vance in tAe strength of the metal used in guns. Th� 
elastic st�gth of metal new commonly used in larger 
guns is I,J,bout50/OO0 wunds per square inch, and in 
the smal'ler gUns.it runs as high as 75,000 pounds per 
square inch. This..i.h0:we�r, is used only as an addi
tional margin 'ofsafety, largely because the recoil of 
guns when fired is S9 great now, arid the reaction 
thereby set up in the carriage is so severe that nothing 
would be gained by lighteRing the gun. Lightening 
the gun would only mean putting additional weight, 
and perhaps a weight greater than that saved, in the 
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gun-carriage and foundation. Many are· of the opinion 
that the advance in the strength of gun steel should 
be pushed further, but it would be hard to do this 
without lowering to some extent the elongation asked 
for in the metal at rupture. This now runs in the 
neighborhood of 18 to 25 per cent, and it could wisely 
be lowered for the sake of gaining a harder and 
stronger meta:l, because the entire operation of the gun 
is within its elastic limit. When it moves outside of 
this and becomes permanently enlarged, a compara
tively slight 'enlargement would give warning, and the 
gun would be laid aside and not used any more. 

The subject of the powder-or, as it has been called, 
the Spirit of Artillery-cannot be overlooked in the 
examination of guns. In the last few years the use 
of so-caned smokeless powders has become universal. 
These are all nitro substitution products, and their 
prinCipal characteristic, from an artillery point of 
view, is the, fact that the entire weight, or very nearly 
the entire weight, turns into gas. In the older powders 
only about 60 per cent of the weight was gasified, and 
the remaining 40 per cent was projected from the gun 
in the form of dlist, and constituted a considerable 
waste of energy. The point not entirely satisfactory in 
modern powders is their constancy in pressure and 
v610city and stability in storage. It is a question 
wheth'e; unde� the �ame conditions of storage they 
are as stable and safe as the old-fashioned powder. 
Indeed, there is every reason io believe that they are 
not as safe or as stable, and ' they are watched with 
great care at �tated times when stored. Incidentally, 
this powder gives little or no smoke, which is usual'ly, 
but not alwuys, an advantage. 

This brings us, naturally to other articles of great 
consequence in artillery-namely, projectiles and shell 
charges. We have !low armor-piercing projectiles, 
deck-piercing projectrles, s�mi-armor-piercing projec
tiies, common forged and cast-steel.projectiles. cast-iron 
projectiles, shrapnel, and so on, in endless variety. As 
the, work the gun, whether ash?re or afloat, will 
haye to do can be pretty clearly predLcted, it would ap
pear as though one, or at most two.( kinds of pro
jectiles were enough. These two would ,naturally have, 
the one a high penetrative power, a�d the other a 
larg� capacity for interna'l charge, giving great de
structive power when the shell is burst. No one who 
has not examined carefully the effect of bursting a 
shell in a closed space can have an idea of its de
stnictiveness. A small 6-pounder shell, of about 214-
inch diameter,containing 3 or '4 oUllces of powder, 
burst in an ordinary room and breaking into 20 or 
30 fragments, would probably destroy everything in 
the room. 

We now come to the matter of protection-or armor. 
It is a mistake to suppose· that protection was first 
used in either land or naval warfare in modern times. 
On land, as is well known, earthworks and masonry 
works of great thickness were used, but it is not so well 
k�o�n that .the sides of ships of: war of one hundred 
years ago wer� in maI\¥ ways better protected rela
tively than our

' 
pr�sent ironclads. The frigate "Consti

tution," of the war of 1812, was protected against per
foration at the rraterline, whereby the ship may be 
destroyed, or perforation of her battery space, by which 
her gun crews could, be destroyed, vetter than the 
ships of to-day, taking into account 'the guns of her 

,time. At present the 12-inch, guns, u�ing 850 or 1,000 
pound projectiles, are mounted in turrets clothed with 
12-inch armor., These turrets can be penetrated by 
12-inch guns with anything but a ven oblique impact 
at any distance ,at which a gun is likely to hit. Sim
ilarly/ too, the 6-inch:guns of ships, or their 7-inch 
guns, which. constitute the next step in the scale, are 
protected by,6-inch or 7-inch armor, and this armor can 
be penetrated by a 6-inch gun ?ot as great ranges as it is 
likely to hit it. This armor is, all face-hardened. The 
front or outside of ,the armor is gl���hard, while its 
back is comparatively soft and tough. 

The plate in the course of manufacture is sup.er
carbonized, that is, its face is impregnated with· an 
additiorral amount of carbon,' in a way similar. to the 
well-known case-hj1rdening process, whereby the out
side face of the plate, when tempered in water, be
comes intensely hard. The projectiles used against 
this armor are hardened at the point, their rear bodies 
being, as is the rear body of the armor, comparatively 
soft, and the cO,ntest between the, prate and the pro
jecti'le constitutes very largely the �odern science of 
artillery. The velocit'Y, of the proje<;tiles is pushed 
to the utmost by increasing the weight of the charge 
of powder used to' propel them, and in the manufac
ture of the projectile,s it is endeavored to make the 
point of th!il. projectile very hard and the back soft, but 
yet not too soft. . If the projectiles are hard all over, 
or similarlY if an armor plate is hitrd aU through, 
they wil'l gO to pieces on impact. The tough, com
paratiVely soft, back part of, both p�ate and projectile 
tends to ho'ld the hard part 'together. In the last few 
years the practice ·of putting soft metal caps on the 
hard points of projectiles intended to pierce armor has 
become universal. There are maniY theories as to why 
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these soft metal caps aid the projectiles in getting 
through the hard armor, but none of them seems en
tirely satisfactory. Of the fact, however, that they 
d� increai?e the penetration of projectiles, there can be 
no doubt. 

In the matter of protection or armor, in the-land 
or coast defenses of this country, the prinCiple of the 
disappearing gun has been utilized in very �arge de
gree. The gun, mounted behind a very th�ck parapet, 
rises only for a very short space of time when it is 
to be fired, and disappears on rocking levers behind the 
parapet immediately upon firing, and is loaded in the 
lower position. It will be see'll that the protection of 
such guns is very good, but their rate of fire is less
ened. Possibly it is true that the rate of fire of large 
guns is not materially less on disappearing mountings 
than on others; but as guns grow smaller, the time 
occupied in their rising and fa!lling and in aiming 
th€ll has a greater influence, and their rate of fire is 
seriously diminished. For such smaller classes of 
guns in our coast defenses it is planned to use gun 
shields, which are substantially armor plates covering 
the gun and its detachment of gunners against hostile 
fire. 

There have grown up in all the countries of Europe, 
and are growing up in this country, private manufac
tories that will aid the government in the solution of 
the various ordnance problems brought forward. In 
many respects a private organization is more likely 
to bring forward improvements than is the govern
ment service. Not the least of these is the fact that 
it must continually be bringing things forward. It 
can live in no other way; and if its staff are well 
equipped and it!> measures are wise, it should bring for
ward many good things-things that are likely to 
last, and that are in the nature of sound progress, 
and not merely changes. Only great steel works, hav
ing large capital and conirol'led by directors willing to 
encourage the development of ordnance in their works, 
can succeed at this task. It is needless to point out 
the part the government may play in this developmen:t. 
If the government officers, both those who control law
making and those in the executive branches, do not do 
what they can to aid such a movement, it is likely that 
it may fail, and that what might have become a valu
able public servant may be destroyed. The history of 
all countries shows in comparatively modern times
in the last thirty or forty years-the upbuilding of 
such private ordnance factories. There is no feature 
of the development of modern ordnance in this country 
more interesting and important than the evolution and 
equipment of great manufactories capable of supplying 
the material necessary for the national defense. We 
now have many establishments more or less well 
equipped in various lines, and it is to be earnestly 
hoped that the public at large, and governmental offi
cers having power directly in the premises, will in
tenst themselves actively in the growth of these. 
Mc.llufactodes prqpucing ordnance and armor, having 
;.1 hand a� extremely speCialized branch, and looking 
only to th� government for work of this character, are 
especia!lly intEl$esting in this connection. 

.. ... . 

THE FUTURE OF OUR STEEL IIIiIIWSTRY. 
In the course of a conversation with the late Abram 

S. Hewitt, who was one of the first to foresee the 
great proportions which the iron and steel industry 
in this country was destined. to assume, the writer 
asked him to indicate the one fact which above all 
others assured the supremacy of the United States. 
To this he replied, that while other nations might 
in time equal us in the development of labor-saving 
machinery, we should always hold a commanding posi
tion because of the vast extent of the' Lake Superior 
iron mines, and the extraordinary richness of the de
posits. The correctness of this view of the situation 
can never be disputed. So long as we call'shovel up 
ore, sixty per cent of which is iron, from, the- 'surface 
of the ground and load it onto the cars at the cost of 
on'ly five cents a ton for labor, we are starting with an 
economic handicap in our favor which, in the ptesent 
development of the art of steel making, it certainly 
seems impossible that our competitors should over
come. Moreover, social and political conditions in for
eign countries are sueh that it is practically impossible 
for them to organize sueh cQIDbinations of properties 
as place the largest of our steel corporations at enorm
ous economic ' advantage in: the matter of operation and 
manufacture. ThUll an estima;te .of the cost to the 
United States Steel Corpor!l.tion of turning this iron 
ore into steel does not include' any profits of the rail
road in' carrying it from mine to deck, or profits on 
docking facilities, or profits on steamship transporta
,tion through the lakes, or profits again of any rail
road company in the haul from the Lakes to the Pitts
burg furnaces. The possession by this corporation of 
everything in the way of rich and abundant supplies 
of raw material, transportation fadlities, and up.to. 
date plant, that is necessary for the, production of steel, 
should be sufficient to render permanent· our present 
supremu,c;y, 
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